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BEtWEEn ‘WastE’ and ‘land’
“a true creator is necessity, which is the mother of our invention.1” as 
the proverb alludes, scarcity is commonly understood as the cata-
lyst to creativity. But scarcity would lack its edge without the threat 
of absence. resources that are scarce threaten, ambiguously, to be 
absent, and absence is an almost inconceivable idea in architectural dis-
course. it appears only allusively, formally, in the fragmentary work of the 
Deconstructivists, metaphorically in the drawings of Peter eisenman, pro-
vocatively in Kahn’s writings on silence. 

the absence that this paper encircles is sociological, political, and eco-
nomic long before it is ever architectural. Metaphorically, it is the absence 
between the two main, titular words of t.s. eliot’s poem, The Waste Land 
(1922). this absence, an intentional gap that the poet places between the 
words ‘waste’ and ‘land,’ indicates the distinction between what is discarded, 
or the act of discarding, and the fertile ground, full of potential beginnings or 
renewals.2 it is in this in-between space that the past, present, and specu-
lative futures of the site of the former Pruitt-igoe housing project fit. here, 
in this absence, the word waste takes on double meaning. it suggests both 
a state of desolation, of emptiness—as the site exists today, the remaining 
33 acres of the original 57 now a dense volunteer forest given over to no 
civic or private use save dumping—and it also suggests the opposite, the 
poor management of resources—as evidenced in the cinematic implosion 
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What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow  
out of this stony rubbish? … 

there is shadow under this red rock  
(Come in under the shadow of this red rock) 
and i will show you something different from either  
Your shadow at morning striding behind you  
or your shadow at evening rising to meet you  
i will show you fear in a handful of dust.

—t.s. eliot, The Waste Land (1922)
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of building C-15 on april 21, 1972, an act that still symbolizes the demo-
lition of all thirty-three buildings less than eighteen years after they were  
first inhabited. 

the former site of Pruitt-igoe can be as difficult to assign meaning to as 
eliot’s long, modern poem. it has been argued that the meaning of this poem 
is not determined by external reference, but by the relations between ele-
ments in its overall system and structure.3 this poem, in other words, com-
prises an ecology, its meanings arising out of the relationships that can be 
drawn between the written things, perhaps precisely the “house, dwell-
ing place, habitation,” that haeckel had in mind.4 this paper will examine 
the dwelling places that have emerged from this absence on the site of the 
former Pruitt-igoe housing project—both the real and the speculative. if, 
as heidegger writes, absence is concealed being, then revealing what lies 
beneath this absence may write into history the new life emerging here.5 

Building aBsEncE: thE dEMolition of Pruitt-igoE
the Pruitt-igoe housing project was originally designed as two, the M-4 
and M-5 projects, later known as Wendell oliver Pruitt homes, for african 
american residents, and William l. igoe apartments, for white residents. 
through the interventions of a supreme Court order mandating racial inte-
gration in housing, and the st. louis housing authority’s omission of an 
originally proposed scheme that included row houses alongside high-rises, 
the project became a seemingly homogenous series of thirty-three eleven-
story towers served by elevators. however, a closer look at the site plan 
reveals one road running through the site, perhaps the vestigial trace of the 
original attempt at a distinction between the homes and the apartments. 
it is from this absence between the two sides—the now-absence that was 
once Dickson street—that the world watched the demolition of tower C-15. 
(figure 1)

here we are, on the afternoon of april 21, 1975, observing from a build-
ing across Dickson street, through the lens of a CBs news camera, while 
photographers from Life magazine and film crews are located on the ninth 
floor of an adjacent building, to document the demolition of Building C-15.6 
the wreckers, the loizeaux family, who would become famous for this 
implosive demolition technique, have just drilled sixteen-inch-deep holes in 
concrete pillars on the ground and first floors and in two small basements, 
fitting delayed percussion caps and dynamite in place. the only signs of 
human life that once occupied this vacant site are the broken windows of 
the structure, the thin layer of grass, and the steel frame of a swing-set on 
the playground that foregrounds the building—a double module 360 feet in 
length, a ripe symbol of the scale of this project. elsewhere out of view, 800 
people occupy the towers that surround C-15—some of whom were moved 
out of it for this event. they watch and, also at home, st. louisans all over 
the city watch through this mediated lens of the camera as 152 charges are 
sequentially fired from within the building. the base supports of the building 
explode, the floor plates pancake and the brick facades cascade down as a 
giant cloud of dust and debris blossoms up from the ground. 
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Figure 1: United States Geological  
Survey, air photo, March 3, 1968
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Yet beyond the visual spectacle of the collapse of C-15 are details that 
make resulting narratives problematic: the fact that the building is only 
18 years old, and its reinforced slab construction—concrete made from 
river-bottom crushed stone—will prove resistant to demolition methods 
and require years of wrecking crews using the decidedly less cinematic 
headache ball; that the Department of housing and Urban Development 
still	owes	$32	million	to	bondholders	from	the	construction	costs;	and	that	
even after these implosions, the st. louis housing authority will remain 
convinced that this act will “save” Pruitt-igoe. the loizeaux family, after all, 
had not been contracted to demolish Pruitt-igoe, but to try their hand at a 
“carefully controlled cost analysis that may lead to the radical rehabilitation 
of the development.”7 after the blasts, all that is left is a pile of brick thirty 
feet high, and “a general outpouring of crowds cheering at the success.”8 
absence, it seems, is the answer. 

today, the most widely circulated images of Pruitt-igoe’s demolition are a 
series of four photographic frames circulated by the U.s. Department of 
housing and Urban Development (figure 2). as C-15 falls over these four 
frames, the st. louis gateway arch becomes more evident in the back-
ground. in a strange way, it highlights what we have never really acknowl-
edged—that the towers and the arch are twins. Both were conceived 
as aspirational symbols—the arch, memorializing thomas Jefferson’s 
louisiana purchase, and the towers, memorializing Mayor Joseph M. Darst’s 
desire to rebuild st. louis as a vital and growing urban center—Darst would, 
for the years leading up to Pruitt-igoe’s construction, maintain an intense 
infatuation with Manhattan, inviting new York real estate developers, insur-
ance executives, and nelson rockefeller to contribute to the redevelopment 
of st. louis. Both the arch and the Pruitt-igoe towers required the federal 
acquisition of private land and homes through eminent domain and the level-
ing of acres of ground that left many st. louisans homeless, and sat vacant 
for years.9 that the arch out-lived the towers is a testament to its success 
as a memorial. indeed, st. louis has invested in maintaining and expanding 
this site—launching the Cityarchriver plan for 2015, a redesign by Michael 
van valkenburgh associates that will knit the arch-grounds to the down-
town. this is a private-public partnership that includes the City of st. louis, 
the national Park service, the Missouri Department of transportation, and 
other agencies and groups on both sides of the Mississippi river. Just two 
miles away, the site of Pruitt-igoe has remained vacant since demolition 
crews completed their work by wrecking ball in 1976. the gateway arch ris-
ing up in the background of the falling building is a reminder of the great-
est failure of Pruitt-igoe, which was the failure “to transform st. louis into a 
gleaming, growing, modern metropolis,” which was, after all, “why they built 
Pruitt igoe.”10

But for the purpose of this paper, the cinematic blast does not mark the end 
of modern architecture, nor the end of the site as a built environment—it 
does not even mark Pruitt igoe as a failure. rather, it inspires the beginning 
of the site as an ecology from absence. absence inspires. scarcity is a cata-
lyst containing the seeds of possibility, but absence is the open territory out 
of which whole worlds emerge. out of the absence of Pruitt-igoe on this site 

Figure 2: April 1972. The second, widely 
televised demolition of a Pruitt–Igoe build-
ing that followed the March 16 demolition. 
United States Department of Housing and 
Urban Development.
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emerges an ecology that has been forty years in the making. two kinds of 
worlds emerge. one is very real, though just off the site proper and in the 
adjacent neighborhood. the other is entirely speculative, and rooted deeply 
within the Pruitt-igoe site. 

aBsEncE, aPiary culturE, and thE rEBuild foundation
Writing for the City Plan Commission in 1947, harland Bartholomew 
warned, “We cannot have a city without people.” Bartholomew was respond-
ing to the fact that st. louis had declined by six thousand people in the 
decade from 1930 to 1940, making it one of just four cities in the U.s. to 
have lost population—and its proportion of total metropolitan population 
was plummeting.11 this loss of population continues to be true. the U.s. 
Census Bureau released the 2010 Missouri census results in february, 
2011, revealing that the city has been losing population steadily since the 
1950s, even though in the last decade, like many other post-industrial rust 
Belt cities, it has been pushing an ambitious agenda of growth and devel-
opment. after all the public investment and tax incentives intended to spur 
economic growth, the 2010 census recorded the city’s lowest population in 
140 years, at 319,294.

it’s the absence in population that is the catalyst for Juan William Chavez’s 
Pruitt-Igoe Bee Sanctuary, begun in January, 2010. the guggenheim fel-
low’s work on the site of the former Pruitt-igoe housing complex revolves 
not around rebuilding the site as architectural, but rather cultivating it fur-
ther as an ecology through the introduction of a bee colony. informed by his 
research of the luxembourg garden in Paris, france, which contains the 
oldest beekeeping school in the world, the rucher ecole, Chavez’s proposal 
for apiculture on the site revolves around the notion that the first commu-
nity to be re-introduced to this site of absence might best be one that can 
sustain it. he has therefore been building a bee sanctuary in the backyard of 
his home studio less than a mile from Pruitt-igoe. “i went to my studio, and i 
started to stack the hives. i pushed one back and it was right in front of me. 
there are the Pruitt igoe buildings.”12 inspired by the st. louis population 
census, Chavez found a parallel relationship with the sudden and alarming 
decline in the bee population in recent years. his metaphoric repopulation of 
the site with an apiary culture mirrors a desire to reintroduce humans to the 
site to productive ends. With a graham foundation grant in 2011, Chavez 
has continued his research, and indeed has developed a proposal for the 
future of the site—a speculative proposal—including a bee sanctuary that 
builds hives in a scaled down version of the towers that comprised Pruitt-
igoe, alongside other forms of urban agriculture and a garden as memorial 
to the legacy of the housing complex.

the neighborhood surrounding Pruitt-igoe to the north, east, and west is 
known under the general name northside st. louis. the area directly to the 
site’s south is downtown st. louis, marking these remaining 33 acres of the 
Pruitt-igoe site as a critical hinge between two entirely disparate worlds. 
northside st. louis has an historic, brick building stock from the site’s past 
as Bremen, a german immigrant town established in 1844. over genera-
tions, the german immigrants and european populations seeking work came 
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to be replaced by other incoming populations seeking work, and by the late 
1940s, Bremen was populated by the postwar influx of an african american 
population from the american south. st. louis’ redevelopment efforts never 
touched these neighborhoods, and today entire blocks stand in stunning 
disrepair, vacant, burning and toppling onto sidewalks and into streets, vic-
tim to squatters and brick-eaters. 

While most large-scale redevelopment (or, the promise of) has happened 
through the engagement of a few key developers who are lured by the 
financial incentive of tax credits and the opportunity to rebuild cheaply 
and profit from neighborhood development, Chicago-based artist theaster 
gates has built a career out of redeveloping this area as an art practice. 
his rebuild foundation is a not-for-profit creative engine that focuses on 
cultural and economic redevelopment. after purchasing affordable spaces 
in systematically under-resourced communities in cities such as st. louis, 
Detroit, omaha and Chicago, gates enlists entire teams of artists, archi-
tects, developers, educators and community activists who work together 
to integrate the arts into what he describes as “alternative entrepreneur-
ship.” these community-driven processes eventually lead to neighborhood 
transformation. 

gates and his collaborators first installed themselves on Mallinckrodt street 
in the hyde Park neighborhood of st. louis and, later, in a series of buildings 
on the corner of salisbury and Blair streets. obtaining buildings by working 
with the local alderman to determine which buildings had owners that had 
defaulted on property taxes, gates and his collaborators purchased the 
buildings, and began renovating them by going to local building sites and 
carrying away construction materials that were the discard or refuse from 
new building sites in more affluent parts of st. louis. hiring architects, such 
as Charlie vinz, to build within and onto the buildings out of the refuse of 
more affluent construction projects has resulted in a bricolage of material 
worlds that serves as the background for intensive arts programming—art-
ist-in-residence spaces populated by international artists and scholars who 
come to st. louis to contribute to a community well-positioned to engage in 
the genre of social practice that has become gates’ fare. 

in July 2012, Chicago-based artist Dayna Kriz operated a day camp for chil-
dren of low-income households whose options for summer activities were 
limited by their parents’ income. By incorporating play space, niche space, 
and installations of unusual materials into the rebuilt interiors of these old 
buildings, design and resourcefulness become common language and par-
lance in the community. With renewed approaches to old buildings—includ-
ing 2010 Mallinckrodt street, which is slated to become a design residency 
space and arts campus for the neighborhood grade school, holy trinity 
school, these buildings operate as a home-base for programs that improve 
under-resourced districts, bridging the creation of art with renovation and 
adaptive reuse, recycling of building materials, and community-driven initia-
tives for neighborhood revitalization. following upon gates’ regenerative 
efforts and successes on Dorchester street in Chicago, the st. louis proj-
ect has engaged with Washington University’s sam fox school of Design 
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and visual arts’ Department of architecture—instrumental in renovat-
ing 2010 Mallinckrodt—proving that the speculative efforts of artists can 
transform an architecture curriculum.

thE sPEculativE Pruitt igoE
the Pruitt-igoe housing complex stood for less than twenty years. What 
the towers ultimately succumbed to were social, economic, political and 
racial pressures that they did not address—indeed, what architecture 
can? in the lamenting words of Minoru Yamasaki, “social ills can’t be cured 
by nice buildings.”13 Yet, when tower C-15 was symbolically demolished, it 
was architectural theorists and architects themselves who actively dis-
seminated the idea that the failure of the project was one of an architectural 
nature. in place of Pruitt-igoe’s thirty-three towers, architectural theory and 
mass media built the myth of bad architecture—see Architectural Forum 
(December 1965), oscar newman’s Defensible Space (1973), and Charles 
Jencks’ The Language of Postmodern Architecture (1977). only Katharine 
Bristol’s 1991 essay “the Pruitt-igoe Myth,” opened up the possibility that 
Pruitt-igoe was not an architectural failure, but a failure to see that architec-
ture is only a symptom of culture, of thought, of policy, of science, of tech-
nology. the towers were no match for a meager budget from the federal 
housing authority, inflated building costs (60% higher than the national 
average at the time of their construction), entrenched urban practices of 
racial segregation, the political economy of post-World War ii st. louis, rap-
idly changing social housing policies that made Pruitt igoe financially insol-
vent14, or the absence of people—vacancy rates fell steadily from 9% the 
first year of its occupancy in 1957, to 16% by 1960, to 65% by 1970.15 

While the efforts to transform the site of Pruitt-igoe and its surrounding 
neighborhoods are slow, methodical, and quite real, in July 2011, an ideas 
competition opened that was intended to generate speculative ideas for the 
site quickly. the competition Pruitt Igoe Now closed on april 21, 2012, the 
fortieth anniversary of the first building implosion. the hundreds of submis-
sions received and juried suggest what Pruitt igoe is, now—both literally, 
as competition entries propose a new future for the site and, unavoidably, 
metaphorically—as nearly every proposal advances a new, utopian frame-
work to replace the old, utopian framework that failed.16 of the 31 finalists 
selected by the jurors, none prioritized architecture. rather, in these pro-
posed interventions into a site within which the absence of 33 towers has so 
much presence, what was made scarce was architecture. Buildings played a 
minor role, if any. instead, these finalists prioritized agriculture, recreational 
gardening as a means of phyto-remediation for the site, wetlands, commu-
nity-based frameworks, the production of bricks or other building materials, 
and even the construction and inhabitation of an artificial ‘moon’ on the site 
(figure 3).

reinhold Martin argues, even today, that no architectural typology is more 
emblematic of the allegedly failed modernist utopia than american public 
housing. and no american public housing failed as publicly as Pruitt-igoe. 
it is perhaps because of this that for those contributing proposals to the 
competition Pruitt Igoe Now, the site became a place for the implementation 

Figure 3: Double Moon. Clouds Architecture 
Office. An artificial moon hovers over the 
site; the double moon orients inhabitants at 
night, and in the day is an auditorium.
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of various systems of remediation. the “ecological production line” envi-
sioned by heather Dunbar and Xiaowei r. Wang was the first–prize winning 
proposal, an inventive vision for an urban horticultural production line cen-
tered on the vacant 33-acre site. the proposal synthesized approaches to 
vacant land reclamation and urban agriculture found through the competi-
tion’s entries, while offering an expansive program that could sequentially 
grow to develop surrounding vacant land in north st. louis. What they envi-
sioned served as both “a memorial and a beginning for the current site to 
be absorbed and integrated into the surrounding urban fabric.” turning the 
abandoned wasteland into plots of reclaimed land that, in turn, are ecologi-
cal and economic generators for the city of st. louis, they used the exist-
ing “ecology of absence” to plant nurseries of native tree species on the site, 
estimating that the generation of plant life could supply up to 13,000 acres 
of park land in st. louis. Drawing on st. louis’ history as a manufacturing 
and industrial heart along the Mississippi, and the 1987 plan for the Pruitt-
igoe site to become the center of an industrial warehouse complex, Dunbar 
and Wang created an “ecological production line,” where the output is what 
an ecologist would call a “natural capital,” biological diversity for the sur-
rounding urban fabric.

aroussiak gabrielian and alison hirsch, second–prize winners, envisioned 
the communal experience of eating ice cream as a path to the site’s future. 
in the designers’ words, “a recipe is not only a list of ingredients but a set 
of instructions guiding a process. following a recipe, which leaves room for 
improvisation, yields a sensory delight that is collectively enjoyed. By culti-
vating milk and honey, through apiculture and urban husbandry, the Pruitt-
igoe site yields ... ice cream. rather than hiding the scars of history that 
represent not just an event but perpetuating social inequities still palpable 
in the surrounding environment, the footprints of the buildings are exca-
vated and planted with gardens.” the emerging landscape is reframed as a 
“hidden garden” that recognizes the site’s past while embracing a possible 
new future that cultivates sustenance (figure 4).

social agency lab, self-described as an urban ideas collective, did not pro-
pose a static, permanent design for their third–prize winning design, but 
rather a multi-year process through which northside youth could debate, 
explore, and shape the future of the site, entitled “the fantastic Pruitt 
igoe!”. By connecting with eighth-grade classes throughout the city of st. 
louis, social agency lab proposes that each class of students would sub-
mit a proposal to change Pruitt-igoe through the addition of a temporary 
architecture, a year-long workshop or activity, and a temporary workshop 
or activity—these three initiatives would be sorted by adult facilitators, and 
presumably funded by an advisory board of designers, non-profit organiz-
ers, and community leaders in order to be implemented.

for Jill Desimini, the urban landscape—formerly shaped by industry and 
human occupation—was proposed not as a productive tool to regenerate 
biological growth throughout the urban fabric, but rather as a memorial 
itself. her proposal, ‘Pruitt igoe national forest,’ sees the act of preserving 
Pruitt-igoe as the wild urban woodland it currently is as an affront to “the 

Figure 4: Recipe Landscape. Aroussiak 
Gabrielian and Alison Hirsch, Foreground 
Design Agency. Urban agriculture, envi-
ronmental stewardship, and cultural rituals 
of food preparation and consumption 
transform the site of the former Pruitt-Igoe 
housing complex into a place of production, 
growth and sustenance—via ice cream.
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right of the present generation to the fullest necessary use” of the site. 
rather, she proposes the creation of a national Park at the Pruitt-igoe site 
to balance its cultural and ecological significance, while opening it to active 
visitation. she writes: 

the conservation is not of pristine lands, but of a rich and layered ‘fourth 
nature’ imbued both with important environmental benefits and histori-
cal human use. With an eye to the importance of maintaining and en-
couraging ecosystem services in the city, parts of the forest are left 
to evolve ecologically. here, the woodlands take over. other areas are 
cleared, mowed twice yearly with sheep. Picnicking and camping plat-
forms at the locations of some of the old building footprints, elevated 
walks through the woods, a lookout tower, a visitor center, and parking 
organize the user experience. the site remains a nationally significant 
site of cultural heritage, with numerous activities dedicated to the past, 
present and future lives of the former Pruitt-igoe residents.

the speculative visions described address the history, contemporary 
context, and rich potential futures of this site. however, the long history 
of plans that have been proposed to the city prioritize architecture, and 
they prioritize the generation of capital for private gain. these proposals 
have ranged from a scheme for a business park unveiled in 1989, to a golf 
course and residential project called gateway village released in 1996. 
Currently, the site is proposed for inclusion in a 1,500-acre project called 
northside regeneration by developer Paul McKee, who has been the sub-
ject of much scrutiny for slow progress on the hundreds of acres that he has 
already acquired. in february 2011, McKee purchased from st. louis the 
$100,000	option	to	submit	a	serious	proposal	for	this	site—this	proposal	
must be submitted by february of 2014, or the city makes the site available 
for purchase by anybody.

“thE story of st. louis. thE story of aMErica.”
this is the headline of one of the links for st. louis’ City river arch website. 
the thirty-five years that the site of the former Pruitt-igoe housing project 
has been largely abandoned outnumber the nearly 18 years during which 
the project existed whole on this site. Despite the marked absence of prog-
ress on the site, the past five years have seen projects both real and specu-
lative emerging within and around the site, conspiring toward a conclusion. 
architects rarely speak of absence—perhaps because we are so focused 
on the presence of the things that we build, rather than the absence, the 
void and silence around them, which the things that we build will affect. 
Peter eisenman, however, gives the following definition of absence: “that 
which cannot be.”17 What will come next, what will negate the absence of 
Pruitt-igoe, “that which cannot be,” must mediate between what has been  
discarded, and a new beginning—between waste and land. ♦
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